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Cargo Reservation: In Search of a Standard Under Public
International and U.S. Municipal Law
by Thomas Sauermilch*
I. INTRODUCTION
On October 6, 1983, the Convention on a Code of Conduct for LinerConferences entered into force (Liner Code).1 The Liner Code repre-
sents the first comprehensive attempt to regulate the liner shipping indus-
try at the international level. It addresses primarily the relationships
between conferences and their customers and the organization of mem-
ber lines within conferences. In addition to organizing the competition
in the liner industry, a major objective of the Liner Code is to support the
establishment of national fleets in developing countries and thus to con-
tribute to their overall economic development.2 The final instrument had
been signed in 1974, after negotiations under the auspices of the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). Only by
1979, however, did it become clear that the Liner Code would eventually
enter into force when the European Economic Community (EEC)
adopted a resolution providing for the ratification of the Liner Code by
the EEC Member States.' Yet, in the light of continuing U.S. opposition
and of a variety of questions concerning its application, the future of the
Liner Code remains uncertain.4
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I Recent Actions Re Treaties To Which the U.S. is Not a Party, reprinted in 22 I.L.M. 1227
(1983). For the text of the convention see Final Act of Conference of Plenipotentiaries on a Code of
Conduct for Liner Conferences, reprinted in 13 I.L.M. 910 (1974) [hereinafter cited as the Liner
Code].
2 Liner Code, supra note 1.
3 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 954/79, 22 O.J. EUR. COMM. (No. L 121) 1-4 (1979). For a
description of the negotiations see Comment, The Liner Conference Convention: Launching an In-
ternational Regulatory Regime, 6 LAw & POL'Y INT'L Bus. 551 (1974).
4 INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, CURRENT DEVEL-
OPMENTS IN U.S. INTERNATIONAL SERVICE INDUSTRIES 109 (1980); Statement by Shear, Panel on
US. Liner Trades: Can They Be Served Efficiently and Profitably in Today's Competitive Environ-
ment? in INSTITUTE OF SHIPPING ECONOMICS BREMEN, CONFERENCE REPORT, INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON LINER SHIPPING III 153, 157-58 (H.L. Beth ed. 1984) [hereinafter cited as CONFER-
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This article addresses the issue of cargo reservation which played a
major role during and after the Liner Code negotiations. Cargo reserva-
tion schemes allocate the cargo volume of the trade between two coun-
tries among the national shipping lines of the countries at both ends of
the trade and may include allowances for third country lines, so-called
cross-traders. The respective provision of the Liner Code, article 2(4),
reserves 40 percent of the bilateral trade to each liner fleet of the two
countries directly involved and 20 percent to cross-traders.5 In a
politicized debate, with the developing countries regarding cargo reserva-
tion as a cornerstone of their economic development, and with the indus-
trialized countries, in particular the United States, viewing it as an
impingement on free competition, it seems appropriate to reconsider the
state of the law on the issue. Also, the economic implications of cargo
reservation will be addressed. From a true free trader's point of view,
cargo reservation is a protectionist device which leads to an uneconomic
allocation of resources. Yet, there is also the common understanding
that newcomers to a certain industry require some protection during the
early phase of operation. Therefore, the principle of free trade and the
infant industry argument will be related to the actual market situation in
the liner shipping industry.
The legal analysis together with the economic background to the
issue may provide a suitable basis for policy decisions on cargo reserva-
tion which have to be made by the U.S. administration. In particular,
the domestic antitrust regulation of the liner industry under U.S. law, the
law of the Federal Republic of Germany, and the law of the European
Community will be discussed. In this context it is important to note the
modification of the U.S. antitrust regulation under the Shipping Act of
1984.6 Then it will be examined whether international law provides a
standard as to the legality or illegality of cargo reservation schemes.7
Moreover, the position of cargo reservation under U.S. law will be ana-
lyzed. Finally, international law and practice and U.S. law and practice
will be related to each other in search of a common standard which
should serve as a basis for future U.S. action.
ENCE REPORT]; Shah, The Implementation of the U.N. Convention on a Code of Conduct for Liner
Conferences 1974, 9 J. MAR. L. & COM. 89 (1977-78) (writing on application problems).
5 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 2(4).
6 Shipping Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-237, 98 Stat. 67 (1984).
7 There is the view that international law prohibits cargo reservation, although this has not
been adhered to in practice. Comment, The Sinking Shipping Industry, 5 Nw. J. INT'L L. & Bus.
99, 113 (1983). If this view were correct, it would constitute a strong argument for the U.S. policy.
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II. THE HISTORICAL AND STRUCTURAL BACKGROUND
A. Historical Perspective
Public interferences in maritime transport are no modem phenome-
non but reflect a pattern of protection of the domestic economic develop-
ment that dates back to the very beginning of merchant shipping.' The
Carthaginians and the Greeks were among the first maritime traders who
resorted to restrictions on the access of foreign ships to their harbors.9
During the seventeenth century protectionist measures were imple-
mented by the British against the emerging merchant fleet of the
Dutch.'0 Previously, Dutch trading companies had acquired a consider-
able share of the overseas trade of the British colonies which led to pres-
sures in England to adopt a more restrictive trade and shipping policy. 1I
The Navigation Act of 1651 required that goods which had been pro-
duced in English colonies had to be shipped on English vessels.' 2
During the early eighteenth century these restrictive practices
spread considerably.' 3 With her formal accession to the British empire
in 1707, Scotland was able to participate in the reserved trade under the
Navigation Act.' 4 Discriminatory practices were also implemented by
the Scandinavian countries.' 5 Spain prohibited all direct foreign trade
with its colonies.' 6 Similar restrictions on trade with their colonies were
imposed by Holland and France.' 7 In particular, France set up a com-
plex system of protective tariffs, subsidies, navigation rules, and privi-
leged companies.' 8
During the mid-nineteenth century, when the British empire had
established its supremacy over world trade, pressures mounted in Eng-
land to abolish the protective Navigation Acts.'9 They were no longer
deemed necessary in a shipping market that was solely governed by the
British fleet and the prosperity of free ports such as Singapore, Hong
Kong, and Gibraltar.20 Domestic protective measures became obsolete
and foreign restrictions created an obstacle to the full benefit of such a
8 E. GOLD, MARITIME TRANSPORTS 9 (1981).
9 Id. at 9.
10 Id. at 49.
11 Id. at 50.
12 An Act for Increase of Shipping, and Encouragement of the Navigation of this Nation, 1651,
ACTS & ORDS. INTERREGNUM 559; E. GOLD, supra note 8, at 50.
13 See generally R. DAVIS, THE RISE OF THE ENGLISH SHIPPING INDUSTRY (1962).
14 Id. at 28.
15 Id. at 30-31.
16 C. McDOWELL & H. GIBBS, OcEAN TRANSPORTATION 11 (1954).
17 Id. at 13-17.
18 Id. at 16.
19 E. GOLD, supra note 8, at 81.
20 Id. at 81.
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dominating position.21 Consequently, the Navigation Acts were repealed
in the mid-nineteenth century.22
Yet, as the British maritime power sought to maintain its dominant
position, its inefficiency grew.2" In the meantime the Scandinavians had
established a highly efficient shipping industry and maintained a fleet
much larger than necessary for their own purposes.24 They engaged in a
profitable tramping and cross-trading business.25 Similarly, Greece en-
tered the market as a major cross-trader and together with the Norwegi-
ans undercut the British on various routes.26 In addition, Germany,
France, Italy, and the United States had built up their merchant fleets
which operated almost exclusively in the liner trades.27
This development led to an increasingly aggressive pattern of com-
petition in world shipping.28 The largest German lines coordinated their
competitive policy in order to compete successfully with the British.29
The shipping cartels emerged which were brought to perfection later by
the British.3 ° Other countries, such as France and the United States of-
fered construction and navigation subsidies to support their national
fleet.3 ' Consequently, the structure of maritime transport had changed
considerably with the establishment of shipping cartels and liner confer-
ences which provided internally for cargo allocation and revenue
pooling.3
2
B. The Regulatory Framework of Ocean Transport
In order to understand the problems of the shipping industry, a few
economic characteristics which distinguish shipping from other indus-
tries have to be noted. One typical feature of the shipping industry is its
high ratio of fixed to variable costs.3 3 It has been estimated that fixed
21 Id. at 81-82.
22 Id. at 89.
23 Id. at 111.
24 Id.
25 Id.
26 Id.
27 Id. at 111-12.
28 Id. at 112.
29 Id.
30 Id. at 115.
31 Id. at 135-36, 142-43.
32 The first successful liner conference was the Calcutta Shipping Conference, established in
1875, in which all lines agreed upon the same rates in the trade between Calcutta and England and
to sail on fixed dates regardless of whether they were loaded or not. Id. at 115. Today approxi-
mately 350 conferences are recorded worldwide. Brennecke, Conferences - Strengths and Weak-
nesses, in CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 76, 78.
33 Neff, The UN Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences, 14 J. WORLD TRADE L. 398, 400
(1980).
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costs and constant charges constitute more than 80 percent of the operat-
ing costs of a liner.34 Therefore, it is an imperative for shipping compa-
nies to avoid having idle ships. Under sluggish market conditions this
can cause fierce competition where liners operate below break-even in
order to cover at least some of their operating expenses.35 Closely related
is the fact that the shipping industry is extremely vulnerable to changes
in demand.36 As has been observed: "[A] shipowner cannot hold back
supply by sailing only half his ship" in times of short demand.37 The
market mechanism is thus confined almost entirely to adjustments in the
freight rates only.3" These industry specifics determine largely the pres-
ent regulatory framework of ocean shipping.
Liner conferences are agreements between shipping lines operating
liner services which are designed to organize the shipping market on par-
ticular routes.3 9 A liner service can be defined as the predetermined op-
eration of a common carrier which sails at regular intervals on a given
route.4' Liner conferences organize liner services in a cartel-like manner
depending upon their degree of integration and cohesion. They might
restrict or eliminate outside competition by fixing freight rates, regulating
sailing schedules, and allocating cargoes and revenues.41
The cohesiveness of conferences varies according to their purpose
and type. Some conferences are created primarily to discuss matters of
concern and allow each member to retain its individual tariff.42 Other
conferences take a more active role in the organization of the market and
sail under a common tariff.4 3 Moreover, conferences can be either
"open" or "closed" to new members. Conferences operating in the
United States foreign trade are required to be open and to grant member-
ship to any carrier without regard to its nationality." Foreign confer-
ences, by contrast, are generally closed and the admission of new
members is contingent upon the permission of the members of that
34 Id. at 400.
35 Id. at 400; Ellsworth, Competition or Rationalization in the Liner Industry?, 10 J. MAR. L. &
COM. 506 (1979).
36 Neff, supra 33, at 400.
37 Id.
38 Id. at 401.
39 Id. at 399-401; I. HEINE, THE U.S. MARITIME INDUSTRY - IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST
78-80 (1980); D. MARX, INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CARTELS: A STUDY OF INDUSTRIAL SELF-
REGULATION BY SHIPPING CONFERENCES 3 (1953); UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE
AND DEVELOPMENT, THE LINER CONFERENCE SYSTEM, U.N. Doc. TD/B/C.4/62/Rev.1 (1970).
40 Neff, supra note 33, at 399-401.
41 Id.
42 Comment, supra note 7, at 101-02.
43 Id.
44 Shipping Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-237, § 5(b)(2), 98 Stat. 67 (1984). For a discussion of
the U.S. experience with the open conference system see I. HEINE, supra note 39, at 81-82.
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conference.45
Liners which are rejected may still enter the trade route of the con-
ference. However, they would confront a variety of devices used by
closed conferences to preempt the market. Frequently, closed confer-
ences enter into loyalty agreements with shippers to encourage them to
use the conference ships exclusively.46 Common practices to ensure the
loyalty of shippers include preferential rates and deferred rebates which
are granted to shippers after a specified period of time has elapsed, pro-
vided that the shippers did not obtain the services of other carriers in the
meantime.47 In addition, conferences may provide for the internal pool-
ing of cargo. 48 Although the conference system infringes upon free com-
petition in world shipping, it is nevertheless generally accepted that its
benefits outweigh its anti-competitive impact. It ensures market stability
which is necessary to induce shipping companies to incur the substantial
investment in the building and modernization of ships.49 Since liner con-
ferences enjoy a monopolistic market position, they can also provide
transportation of small quantity cargoes all year around, a service which
might not be available under competitive conditions.5 0 As a result, re-
strictions on maritime transportation, such as cargo allocation among
conference members, are a function of a country's public policy which is
implemented by its competition laws.51
45 I. HEINE, supra note 39, at 82; Comment, supra note 7, at 103; Gleiss, Evolution of Market
Structure, Conferences, Pooling Agreements, Consortia, and the European Antitrust Laws, in PRO-
CEEDINGS: IN SEARCH OF A RATIONAL LINER SHIPPING INDUSTRY 17, 20 (Nw. U. Transp. Center
1978).
46 1. HEINE, supra note 39, at 82; Neff, supra 33, at 401. Conferences operating in the U.S.
foreign trade are barred from using deferred rebates, Shipping Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-237,
§ 10(b)(8), 98 Stat. 67 (1984). The purpose of this prohibition is to protect "unloyal" shippers from
the retaliation of shipping conferences. See D. MARX, supra note 39, at 55. Other countries do not
prohibit deferred rebates. Instead they provide for the establishment of national shippers' councils
as a commercial counterbalance on the shippers' side. See Gleiss, supra note 45, at 17-18, 20. The
use of so-called fighting ships is another method of conferences in non-U.S. trades to prevent compe-
tition from outsiders. These fighting ships offer such low rates that they force any outsider who had
previously undercut the conference rate out of the market. The loss sustained by the fighting ships is
financed out of the conference pool. See I. HEINE, supra note 39, at 82. Fighting ships are prohib-
ited in U.S. trades, Shipping Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-237, § 10(b)(7), 98 Stat. 67 (1984), and
also article 18 of the Liner Code, reprinted in 13 I.L.M. 910, 931, prohibits the use of the fighting
ships.
47 I. HEINE, supra note 39, at 82.
48 Shah, Liner Conference Operations and the UNCTAD Code of Conduct for Liner Confer-
ences, in INT'L REG. OF MAR. TRANSPORT 44, 45 (1978) [hereinafter cited as Shah, Liner Confer-
ence Operations]; Shah, supra note 4, at 99.
49 Neff, supra note 33, at 401.
50 Neff, supra note 33, at 402, challenges this proposition.
51 See Slot, National Regulation of Maritime Transport and International Public Law, 26
NETH. INT'L L. REv. 329 (1979). On worldwide aspects of conferences and competition law see
generally Shah, Liner Conference Operations, supra note 48.
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Such different public policy approaches may be illustrated with ex-
amples of the policies of United States and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many. United States antitrust law has a considerable impact on the
regulation of the shipping industry.12  Section 1 of the Sherman Act of
1890 is violated if there is an agreement that restrains "trade or com-
merce among the several states, or with foreign nations."53 Section 2 is
violated whenever any person "shall monopolize, or attempt to monopo-
lize, or combine or conspire with any other person or persons, to monop-
olize any part of the trade or commerce among the several States, or with
foreign nations." 4 Between 1890 and 1916 when the Sherman Act was
in force and the Shipping Act of 1916 had not become effective, there
were several antitrust proceedings brought against conferences. 55  Fol-
lowing the recommendations of the Alexander Report 6 the Shipping Act
of 1916 was enacted with its Section 15 providing for the approval of
conference agreements by the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) and
the exemption of such approved agreements from the antitrust laws. 57
From 1916 until the 1950's there was general acknowledgment of
52 Slot, supra note 51, at 332.
53 15 U.S.C. § 1 (1982).
54 Id. § 2.
55 United States v. Hamburg-Amefikanische Packetfahrt-Actien Gesellschaft, 200 F. 806
(C.C.S.D.N.Y. 1911); United States v. Prince Line, 220 F. 230 (S.D.N.Y. 1915). The trial court
found that the stabilizing effects of conferences outweighed the harm done by the anticompetitive
practices. The Supreme Court reversed, however, not on the merits but to make a later prosecution
possible when necessary, since the issues became moot as Europe was at war. United States v.
Hamburg-Amerikanische Packetfahrt-Actien Gesellschaft, 239 U.S. 466 (1916); United States v.
Prince Line, 242 U.S. 537, 537-38 (1917).
56 REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES ON STEAMSHIP
AGREEMENTS AND AFFILIATIONS IN THE AMERICAN FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC TRADE UNDER H.
RES. 587, H.R. Doc. No. 805, 63d Cong., 2d Sess. (1914).
57 Section 15 of the Shipping Act of 1916, 46 U.S.C. 814 (1982), has been substantially altered
by sections 4 to 7 of the Shipping Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-237, 98 Stat. 67 (1984). In order to
understand fully the historic path of the antitrust exemption clause and the differences between the
old and the new legislation, it is appropriate to note section 15 of the Shipping Act of 1916 46 U.S.C.
814 (1982), in pertinent part. Section 15 of the Act of 1916 provides:
Every common carrier by water . . . shall file immediately with the Commission...
every agreement. . . fixing or regulating transportation rates. . . controlling, regulating,
preventing, or destroying competition; pooling or apportioning earnings, losses, or traffic;
allotting ports or restricting or otherwise regulating the number and character of sailings
between ports; limiting or regulating in any way the volume or character of freight or
passenger traffic to be carried; or in any manner providing for an exclusive, preferential, or
cooperative working arrangement.
The Commission shall.. . disapprove, cancel, or modify any agreement.. . whether
or not previously approved by it, that it finds to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair as
between carriers, shippers, exporters, importers, or ports, or between exporters from the
United States and their foreign competitors, or to operate to the detriment of the com-
merce of the United States, or to be contrary to the public interest, or to be in violation of
this [Act], and shall approve all other agreements ....
1984]
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the stabilizing influence of conferences on the shipping industry. The
Supreme Court repeatedly stated that the Shipping Act superseded the
antitrust laws in shipping matters and that conference agreements re-
mained under the primary jurisdiction of the FMC.58
The Supreme Court weakened the antitrust exemption for the first
time in the Isbrandtsen case by holding that dual-rate contracts were not
under the jurisdiction of the FMC and thus subject to the antitrust
laws.59 This decision led to the Shipping Act amendments of 1961 which
legalized dual-rate contracts provided they were approved by the FMC.6'
The 1961 amendments also broadened the authority of the FMC by ad-
ding the requirement that the FMC disapprove agreements contrary to
the "public interest."61 Yet, there are conflicting views as to whether the
amendments were designed to expand the regulatory power of the FMC
and to limit the reach of the antitrust laws or to limit the antitrust immu-
nity to the extent necessary to preserve the conference system.62 Subse-
quent Supreme Court decisions were in line with the latter view. In 1966
the Court held that Congress had not intended to grant the industry total
antitrust immunity.63 Antitrust immunity was found to extend only to
approved agreements and not to the implementation of unapproved
agreements." This decision firmly established the antitrust laws as the
Id.
Approved agreements shall be exempt from the Sherman Act and its supplemental antitrust
laws. For a historical review of the Shipping Act of 1916 and its relation to the antitrust laws see
Mason, The Relationship and Parallel Development of Economic Regulation and Antitrust Enforce-
ment in the Ocean Common Carrier Industry, in PROCEEDINGS: IN SEARCH OF A RATIONAL LINER
SHIPPING INDUSTRY 1 (Nw. U. Transp. Center 1 1978). The new legislation will be discussed at
infra text accompanying notes 71-74.
58 United States Navigation Co. v. Cunard Steamship Co., 284 U.S. 474, 486 (1932); Far East
Conference v. United States, 342 U.S. 570, 576 (1952). Unapproved agreements were to be reviewed
by the FMC under its primary jurisdiction before a court could do so. The remedies for unapproved
agreements were to be found in the provisions of the Shipping Act.
59 Federal Maritime Board v. Isbrandtsen Co., 356 U.S. 481, 493 (1958).
60 46 U.S.C. § 813a (1976).
61 Id. § 814. For a detailed review of that development see Fawcett & Nolan, United States
Ocean Shipping: History, Development, and Decline of the Conference Antitrust Exemption, 1 Nw. J.
INT'L L. & Bus. 545-51 (1979).
62 See Fawcett & Nolan, supra note 61, at 551 for the first view and Pansius, Plotting the
Return of Isbrandtsen: The Illegality of Interconference Rate Agreements, 9 TRANsP. L.J. 345 (1977)
for the second view.
63 Carnation Company v. Pacific Westbound Conference, 383 U.S. 213, 219-20 (1966).
64 Id. at 217. The complaint was that the defendants had entered a secret rate fixing agreement
that was beyond the scope of the approved agreements and that action under the secret agreement
was not exempt from the antitrust laws. Note the distinction between unapproved and disapproved
agreements as the former were not being notified for approval whereas the latter were filed for ap-
proval but disapproved. Unapproved agreements were, prior to Carnation, under the primary juris-
diction of the FMC which could approve or disapprove them and thus decide their immunity from
the antitrust laws. Following Carnation both unapproved and disapproved agreements became sub-
ject to the antitrust laws.
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alternative regulatory regime for shipping conducted under unapproved
agreements.65
In continuation of the demise of the antitrust exemption the
Supreme Court held in Svenska that the consideration of antitrust impli-
cations was an appropriate refinement of the statutory "public interest"
standard in section 15 of the Shipping Act.66 Once an agreement would
be in violation of the antitrust laws, there would be substantial evidence
that the agreement was contrary to the public interest.67 The burden of
proof was shifted to the proponents of the agreement by requiring them
to show that the agreement "was required by a serious transportation
need, necessary to secure important public benefits or in furtherance of a
valid regulatory purpose of the Shipping Act."
68
In response to the Svenska decision, the FMC regarded restrictive
agreements filed for approval as prima facie contrary to the public inter-
est and consequently subject to a justification requirement.69 It has to be
emphasized that such a justification requirement was neither covered by
the language of Section 15 nor did it conform with the congressional
intent to exempt liner conferences from the antitrust law as it had been
reaffirmed in the 1961 amendments.70
Clear antitrust immunity of conference agreements, however, has
been restored with the Shipping Act of 1984.71 In particular, the Act
eliminates the vague standards for approval under the old legislation,
such as "public interest, .... detrimental to commerce," or "unjustly dis-
criminatory." Instead it contains a list of requirements to be met by con-
ference agreements in section 5 and a series of certain prohibited acts in
65 Comment, Antitrust and the Shipping Industry: Interpretation of the Shipping Act of 1916, 12
N.Y.U. J. INT'L L. & POL. 115, 124-25 (1979).
66 Federal Maritime Commission v. Aktiebolget Svenska Amerika Linien, 390 U.S. 238, 246
(1968). For the public interest standard see supra text accompanying note 61.
67 390 U.S. at 246.
68 Id. at 243.
69 See, eg., Pacific Westbound Conference - Application To Extend Its Exclusive Patronage
(Dual Rate) Contract System To Include Its OCP Territory, 18 F.M.C. 308, 319 (1975).
70 For a detailed analysis of that point see Comment, supra note 65, at 128; Fawcett & Nolan,
supra note 62, at 561; Comment, supra note 7, at 119, 120.
71 See Shipping Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-237, 98 Stat. 67 (1984). See also the legislative
history of the Act, H.RL No. 98-53, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1984). With respect to "secret" agree-
ments that have not been fied with the FMC, a limited antitrust exposure applies. Such agreements
are subject to injunctive and criminal prosecution by the Attorney General, but are not subject to
any private right of action otherwise available under the antitrust laws. Id. at 12. According to
section 10(a)(2) of the Shipping Act of 1984, it is unlawful to operate under an agreement required to
be filed under section 5 that has not become effective under section 6, which is only possible after
filing it with the FMC. The issue of the antitrust immunity of unapproved as compared to disap-
proved agreements, has been settled in favor of the antitrust exposure of such "secret" agreements.
See supra note 64. "Secret" agreements, however, may enjoy antitrust immunity if they fall within a
group exemption under section 16. See Shipping Act of 1984, § 7(a)(2) and note 73 infra.
19841
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section 10.72 Where the old legislation required that the FMC grant ap-
proval of conference agreements on a case-by-case basis before they could
become effective, the 1984 Act provides that agreements are to be effec-
tive 45 days after filing. 73 The new legislation thus appears to provide a
presumption in favor of the validity of restrictive agreements. After an
72 Section 5(a) provides that a copy of every restrictive agreement as described in section 4 has
to be filed with the FMC, except agreements related to transportation to be performed within or
between foreign countries. Pub. L. No. 98-237, § 5(a), 98 Stat. 67 (1984). Section 5(b) provides that
each conference agreement must:
(1) state its purpose;
(2) provide reasonable and equal terms for admission to conference membership;
(3) permit each member to withdraw from the conference without penalty;
(4) at the request of any member, require an independent neutral body to police fully the
obligations of the conference and its members;
(5) prohibit the conference from engaging in conduct prohibited by section 10(c)(1) or (3)
of this Act;
(6) provide for a consultation process designed to promote
(A) commercial resolution of disputes, and
(B) cooperation with shippers in preventing and eliminating malpractices;
(7) establish procedures for promptly and fairly considering shippers' requests and com-
plaints; and
(8) provide for certain independent action of any conference member on matters of the
tariff of the conference.
Id.
Section 10(1) provides that no conference or group of two or more carriers may boycott or take
any other concerted action resulting in an unreasonable refusal to deal. Id. § 10(1). Section 10(3)
prohibits carriers to engage in any predatory practice designed to eliminate the participation, or deny
the entry, in a particular trade of a common carrier not a member of the conference, a group of
common carriers, an ocean tramp, or a bulk carrier. Id. § 10(3).
73 Id. § 6(c)(1). However, the FMC shall reject any agreement filed under section 5(a) that,
after preliminary review, it finds does not meet the requirements of section 5. Id. § 6(b). According
to section 7(a) the antitrust laws do not apply to:
(1) any agreement that has been filed under Sec. 5 of this Act and is effective under Sec.
5(d) or Sec. 6, or is exempt under Sec. 16 of this Act or. . . from any requirement of this
Act;
(2) any activity or agreement within the scope of this Act, whether permitted under or
prohibited by this Act, undertaken or entered into with a reasonable basis to conclude that
(A) it is pursuant to an agreement on file with the Commission and in effect when the
activity took place, or (3) it is exempt under Sec. 16 of this Act from any filing requirement
of this Act;
(3) any agreement or activity that relates to transportation services within or between for-
eign countries, whether or not via the United States, unless that agreement or activity has a
direct, substantial, and reasonably foreseeable effect on the commerce of the United States
Id. § 7(a).
Antitrust immunity is further extended to certain specific activities regarding through transpor-
tation, terminal facilities outside the United States, and agreements approved under the Shipping
Act of 1916. Under section 16 the FMC may:
[E]xempt for the future any class of agreements between persons subject to this Act or any
specified activity of those persons from any requirement of this Act if it finds that the
exemption will not substantially impair effective regulation by the Commission, be unjustly
Vol. 17:43
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agreement becomes effective, it may still be canceled, modified, or disap-
proved; however, during the pendency of any investigation the agreement
would remain in force.74 To summarize, antitrust immunity for liner
conferences in U.S. law, which had been converted from a general ex-
emption weighted in favor of approval to a clause subordinating the in-
ternationally recognized conference system to a domestic competition
rule, has been restored in a clear fashion with the Shipping Act of 1984.
German competition law provides an interesting comparison. It
contains a general exemption of conference agreements from the ban on
cartels and does not submit such agreements to regulatory approval.75
This exemption, however, does not cover the provisions on abuse of a
dominant market position and on merger control which still apply.7 6
Moreover, the Federal Cartel Office, the regulatory agency administering
the cartel law, has the power to intervene in so far as the exemption is
being abused. 77 The restrictive interpretation of the abuse-control provi-
sion was firmly established in the 1973 Fernost-Schiffahrtskonferenz deci-
sion of the Federal Supreme Court.78 The Court held that the deciding
factor in determining abuse is whether an act of a conference is within or
beyond the purpose of their exemption from the ban on cartels.7 9 In
particular, it was irrelevant that competition might be completely ex-
cluded." The result is that German competition law unequivocally fa-
vors the benefits of reliable liner services over their anticompetitive
effects and exempts conference agreements from the ban on cartels.81
This rationale applies also to the EEC practice on competition law.
Although there is no explicit exemption clause equivalent to Section 99
discriminatory, result in a substantial reduction in competition, or be detrimental to
commerce.
Id. § 16.
74 See Pub. L. No. 98-237, §§ 6(g), 7(c), 98 Stat. 67 (1984).
75 Gesetz gegen Wettbewerbsbeschraenkungen [GWB] § 99(2)(1) (W. Ger. 1980);
Bundesgesetzblatt [BGBI] I 1761 (W. Ger. 1980).
76 Section 99(2)(1) does not exempt conferences from the provisions contained in section 22.
GWB § 99(2)(1).
77 GWB § 104, 1980 BGBI I 1761 (W. Ger.). Measures include cease and desist order, order
to change the respective agreement, invalidation of the agreement. See GWB § 104(2)(1-3), id.
78 Judgment of July 5, 1973, Bundesgerichtshof [BGH], W. Ger., 1973 Wirtschaft und
Wettbewerb, Entscheidungen VuW/E] 1269. The Federal Cartel Office (Bundeskartellamt) had
vetoed the rebate practices of three Far East conferences. That veto, however, was reversed by the
Chamber Court (Kammergericht) in Berlin, and the reversal was upheld by the Federal Supreme
Court in Karlsruhe. Judgment of Sept. 10, 1971, Bundeskartellamt [B KartA], W. Ger., 1972
WuW/E 1361, rev'd, Judgment of June 19, 1972, Kammergencht [KG], 1972 WuW/E 1287. For
an English summary of these cases, see Gleiss, supra note 45, at 21, 22.
79 Judgment of July 5, 1973, Bundesgerichtshof [BGH], W. Ger., 1973 Wirtschaft und
Wettbewerb, Entscheidungen [Wu/WE] at 1272.
80 Id at 1273.
81 Gleiss, supra note 45, at 20.
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of the German cartel law, the EEC Commission recognizes conferences
as being exempt from the prohibition of cartels in Articles 85 and 86 of
the Treaty of Rome and has never initiated proceedings.82
This brief illustration of the antitrust approaches taken in the
United States on one side, in particular prior to the 1984 legislation, and
in West Germany and the European Community on the other shows that
the legality of restrictions in maritime transport is largely a function of
the domestic competition law.83 Prior to the Shipping Act of 1984, the
United States approach maximized competition and minimized the room
for private market restrictions.84 With the new legislation the United
States moved towards the European approach which emphasizes market
stability in liner shipping at the expense of competition.85
III. CARGO RESERVATION UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW
A. Definitions
Cargo preference schemes reserve certain cargo or a portion thereof
for the national merchant marine. 86 They support the national flag to
maintain or expand its competitive position vis-a-vis foreign merchant
fleets.87 The foreign shipping industry is thus treated differently than its
national counterpart. This different treatment to the detriment of foreign
parties, regardless whether legally justified or not, defines in the follow-
ing the term "discrimination. 8
A report by the UNCTAD Secretariat identified the following forms
of cargo preferences and related discriminatory practices.
1. Legislation, regulations or other- administrative measures, in-
cluding informal measures, for (a) government-owned or sponsored
cargo, and (b) commercial cargo to be carried on national ships.
2. Bilateral treaties and regional agreements or arrangements
which include provisions for reserving cargo for the ships of the con-
tracting parties.
3. Use of terms of shipment, i.e. buying f.o.b. and selling c.i.f. to
promote the carriage of goods by national flag ships.
82 Id In fact the Commission has proposed a regulation to exempt conferences from the com-
petition rules. See Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community, March 25, 1957, 298
U.N.T.S. 3. The proposed regulation is in response to the Liner Code System. See LANGEN,
NIEDERLErrHINGER, RITTER, & SCHMIDT, KOMMENTAR ZUM KARTELLGESETZ § 99 n. EG 30
(6th ed. 1982).
83 Gleiss, supra note 45, at 17.
84 Id.
85 As German competition law is largely based upon U.S. antitrust law, it is particularly strik-
ing to see the different development of the antitrust exemption clause prior to the 1984 legislation.
86 W. KEWENIG, NICHT-DISKRIMINIERUNG 196 (1972).
87 Id.
88 Id. at 173.
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4. Exchange control measures, such as blocking of foreign curren-
cies earned by foreign ships or imposing unfavorable multiple exchange
rates.
5. Discriminatory import and export license practices for goods
carried on foreign ships.
6. Higher dues and charges for foreign ships; higher taxes and fees
on goods carried on foreign ships.
7. Priority in berthing accorded to national vessels; time consum-
ing documentation for foreign ships.89
B. Economic Aspects
Cargo Reservation schemes do not increase the trade between coun-
tries but only reallocate it by giving nationals preference over foreigners.
Under the assumption that cargo reservation laws would have been un-
necessary if the national lines operated more efficiently than the foreign
lines, cargo reservation schemes tend to displace the more efficient lines
from the reserved trade.90 Moreover, protectionist measures are likely to
be self-stabilizing once they are in force. This implies that the displace-
ment of more efficient lines results in higher cost levels in the long run,
since there is no incentive for the protected national line to reach a lower
cost level in the absence of competition. 91 Thus, cargo reservation
schemes prevent maritime transport from being conducted in the most
efficient manner.
It has to be kept in mind, however, that cargo preference schemes
are largely the result of a world shipping order that saw developing coun-
tries more as customers than as participants in maritime transport. 92
The protection of developing countries' emerging fleets can therefore be
justified under the infant industry argument.93 The point is not only to
facilitate their market entry, but to shield them over some time until they
reach a state of competitiveness in which they can operate without pro-
tection. Ideally, this procedure would call for phasing out of the protec-
89 UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT, THE NATURE AND Ex-
TENT OF CARGO RESERVATION, U.N. Doc. TD/B/C.4/63, at 6, 7 (1970).
90 Neff, supra note 33, at 412.
91 Beth, Economics of Regulation in Liner Shipping, in CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 4, at
55-56.
92 According to an UNCTAD study, the developed countries generated 55 percent and the
developing countries generated 38.5 percent of the world seaborne cargo. However, 82.4 percent of
that cargo was transported on ships owned directly or indirectly by the developed countries, while 10
percent of that cargo was carried by the developing countries' fleet. See Shukla, Containerization -
A Third World View, in CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 213-14.
93 UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCES ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT, ESTABLISHMENT OR
EXPANSION OF MERCHANT MARINES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, U.N. Doc. TD/26/Rev. , at 52
(1968). Beth, supra note 91, at 57.
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tive measures once the level of unprotected competitiveness has been
realized. In reality, however, the continuous protection of the national
fleet appears to be the more likely case.
The support of newcomers from developing countries through cargo
reservation cannot be discussed without reference to the technological
development of transport modes. To some extent the rationale behind
cargo reservation is that developing countries would be able to raise the
funds for the development of a national fleet against inter alia the secur-
ity of an assured cargo share in their liner trades.94 In this context it is
important to consider the technological advancement of the liner indus-
try. In particular, the overcapacity in liner tonnage has led to increased
competition that has accelerated the steady increase in productivity in
the industry through modernization. The increase is reflected in the de-
velopment of second generation container ships, "ro-ro" ships, and
LASH systems.95 New building programs of the twenty-five biggest liner
companies suggest an increase in the world liner tonnage in 1985 by 30
percent from the 1983 position. The vessels replaced will be of medium
age, and still of such technical standards as to be too useful to be broken
up. This in turn is likely to accelerate the overcapacity spiral. 96 It is
estimated that at present approximately 20 percent of the general cargo
traffic is containerized, with forecasts reading 80 percent for the year
2000.' This development forces developing countries, regardless of
whether they may be able to protect inefficient fleets for some time, to
adjust and to pursue the advanced technology path.9 This, however,
requires access to significant external finance to carry the substantial
costs of modern container and ro-ro ships which, at 45 to 50 million U.S.
dollars, cost 4 to 5 times as much as a classic multipurpose freighter.
Only recently have some fleets of developing countries been equipped
with precisely the multipurpose freighter which now appears to be out-
dated in some trades.99
94 See question of Mr. RaJwar (India) in discussion, CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 4, at
241-42.
95 In the case of ro-ro ships, (standing for roll on, roll off) the cargo is driven on board with
container trucks, shipped to the port of destination, and simply driven off the ship directly to the
final destination. In the case of LASH systems, (meaning "lighter aboard ship"), barges or lighters
are lifted onto large ships, carried to the port of destination, hoisted off in a short time, and then
either unloaded or towed by tug boats to their final destination.
96 Svendsen, Competitive Interrelationship between Liner and Tramp, in CONFERENCE RE-
PORT, supra note 4, at 15, 17.
97 Fakida, The Future of Liner Shipping in View of the New International Maritime Order, in
CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 41, 51.
98 Id. at 50-51.
99 Id. In addition, containerization requires substantial modernization of port facilities in de-
veloping countries which further increases their financial needs. See generally Shukla, supra note 92,
at 215.
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Yet there are no indications that the banking community is at pres-
ent prepared to supply these funds. Aside from the general reluctance to
assume sovereign risks, bankers do not regard the furtherance of world
liner tonnage as the correct way to secure the repayment of their ship
financing loans. Neither do they tend to accept cargo reservation rules as
sufficient security for the repayment of such loans. The reason is that
cargo reservation schemes may assure the national fleet of a certain per-
centage of the trade, yet they do not guarantee a certain volume of trade.
Even if there are full cargoes, cargo reservation schemes do not guaran-
tee that these freights can be obtained at profitable rates."°° The develop-
ment of a national shipping industry in a rapidly changing environment
is therefore a major fiscal undertaking which requires substantial finan-
cial resources.
In addition, it has to be realized that the protection of the national
shipping line which operates at higher costs than its foreign competitors
causes an increase in shipping expenses for the national shipper.101
Whereas shippers could previously pick the most efficient line, they have
to ship on less efficient and thus more costly operating lines under a
cargo reservation scheme.'0 2 The shippers and eventually the national
economy, which ultimately bears the higher shipping costs in the form of
a higher price level on commodities and transactions related to the ship-
ping industry, subsidize indirectly the national shipping line.l0 3 The eco-
nomic development of the country may be enhanced in maintaining a
national shipping industry with all of its spillover effects on the remain-
der of the economy. However, productivity will be drawn from other
sectors of the economy to bear the increased costs of a subsidized na-
tional shipping industry. Moreover, factors of production are drawn to
the protected industry although they may contribute more in other
activities.' 4
Yet, it also has to be recognized that shipping is an instrument of
national policy in that it serves the overall necessities of commerce and
defense. Although the preferential treatment of the national shipping in-
dustry creates visible costs, these costs might well be balanced by invisi-
100 Davis, Liner Shipping- A Banker's Perspective, in CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 4, at
233, 238.
101 H. GRAY, INTERNATIONAL TRADE, INVESTMENT AND PAYMENTS 120-21 (1979), discuss-
ing the impact of cargo reservation laws in the U.S.-Canada trade. Cargo reservation laws protect
the high cost industry from competition and grant it monopoly profits at the expense of the users of
the transportation mode.
102 Id.
103 Id. Higher general price levels in the islands of Hawaii and Puerto Rico were attributed to
cargo reservation laws. Imports to and exports from the islands were reserved to the U.S. merchant
marine. Id. at 121.
104 Wijkman, Effects of Cargo Reservation, A Review of UNCTAD's Code of Conduct for Liner
Conferences, reprinted in MARINE POLICY, Oct 1980, at 274, 285-86, 289.
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ble benefits. These might include economic advantages, such as reduced
foreign currency needs of developing countries using their national fleet,
and might also consist of strategic benefits, such as independence from
foreign services, a technological development basis, and the fulfillment of
military needs105 Therefore, it appears very difficult to quantify the ben-
efits and disadvantages of cargo preference schemes.
C. Aspects of International Law
The purpose of this section is to analyze whether the various inter-
national instruments applicable to the shipping industry contain a stan-
dard on the conformity of discriminatory cargo reservation schemes with
international law.
1. Developments Under the League of Nations
Article 23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations called upon the
members of the League to "[m]ake provision to secure and maintain free-
dom of communications and of transit and equitable treatment for the
commerce of all Members of the League." 106 A conference was held at
Barcelona in 1921 that adopted two international conventions, the Con-
vention and Statute on Freedom of Transit and the Convention and Stat-
ute on the Regime of Navigable Waterways of International Concern. 107
Article 2 of the Convention on Freedom of Transit provides that
"the measures taken by the Contracting States . . .shall facilitate free
transit by rail or waterway on routes in use convenient for international
transit. No distinction shall be made which is based on the nationality of
persons, flag of vessels, .. or any circumstances relating to the owner-
ship of goods or of vessels .. ,lO8
Article 4 of the Convention on the Regime of Navigable Waterways
provides that "[i]n the exercise of navigation. . . the nationals, property
and flags of all Contracting States shall be treated in all respects on a
footing of perfect equality. No distinction shall be made between. . . the
flags of the different riparian States, including the riparian State exercis-
ing sovereignty. . . no distinction shall be made between. . . the flags of
riparian and non-riparian States."' 10 9
Following these conventions, another conference was held in 1923
105 Id. at 274-75.
106 Hudson, International Legislation in COVENANT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 1, 16
(1931).
107 Convention and Statute on Freedom of Transit, April 20, 1921, 7 L.N.T.S. 11 [hereinafter
cited as Statute on Freedom of Transit]. Convention and Statute on the Regime of Navigable Water-
ways of International Concern, April 20, 1921, 7 L.N.T.S 35 [hereinafter cited as Statute on the
Regime of Navigable Waterways].
108 Statute on Freedom of Transit, supra note 107, at art. 2 (emphasis added).
109 Statute on the Regime of Navigable Waterways, supra note 107, at art. 4 (emphasis added).
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which adopted the Convention on the International Regime of Maritime
Ports."'0 Article 2 of the Convention provides that "[s]ubject to the prin-
ciple of reciprocity. . every Contracting State undertakes to grant the
vessels of every other Contracting State equality of treatment with its
own vessels, or those of any other State whatsoever, in the maritime ports
situated under its sovereignty. . . ."" Article 5 of the Convention pro-
vides that "[i]n assessing and applying Customs and other analogous du-
ties. . . no distinction may be made to the detriment of the flag of any
Contracting State whatsoever as between that flag and the flag of the
State under whose sovereignty or authority the port is situated .... "I"
Although these conventions did not address the problem of mari-
time transport over the seas, they nevertheless established for the first
time in an international convention the principle of non-discrimination
or equality of treatment with regard to the flag of vessels. Moreover, not
only did they formulate the principle of non-discrimination between for-
eign flags, but also the principle of national treatment or equality be-
tween foreign and national flags. Since this principle of non-
discrimination was adopted in no less than three international conven-
tions by a considerable number of states at that time, these instruments
reflect evidence that non-discrimination between flags was generally re-
garded as desirable." 3 Equal treatment, however, was subject to the
principle of reciprocity; equality of treatment was limited to cases where
such treatment was granted on a reciprocal basis. 4
2. The International Maritime Organization
While the previous conventions did not apply directly to the issue of
cargo reservation, that issue was addressed in the Convention of the In-
tergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO). 115 The
principal purpose for the establishment of IMCO was to coordinate the
110 Convention and Statute on the International Regime of Maritime Ports, Dec. 9, 1923, 58
L.N.T.S. 285 [hereinafter cited as Convention on Maritime Ports].
111 Id. at art. 2.
112 Id. at art. 5.
113 The Statute on Freedom of Transit was signed by 34 states. See Statute on Freedom of
Transit, supra, note 107, at 22. The Statute on the Regime of Navigable Waterways was signed by
27 states. See Statute on the Regime of Navigable Waterways, supra note 107, at 46. The Conven-
tion on Maritime Ports was signed by 26 states. See Convention on Maritime Ports supra note 110,
at 298.
114 See Statute on Freedom of Transit, supra note 107, at art. 5; Statute on the Regime of
Navigable Waterways, supra note 107, at art. 3; Convention on Maritime Ports, supra note 110, at
art. 2.
115 Convention on the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization, Mar. 6, 1948, 9
U.S.T. 621, T.I.A.S. No. 4044, 289 U.N.T.S. 48 [hereinafter cited as IMCO Convention]. The name
of the organization has been changed to International Maritime Organization (IMO). See 1 Y.B.
INT'L ORG. B1117g (21st ed. 1984-85).
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technical shipping activities of governments. 1 6 Accordingly, IMCO was
set up as a technical organization. 117 There was a secondary objective:
[T]o encourage the removal of discriminatory action and unnecessary
restrictions by Governments. .. engaged in international trade so as
to promote the availability of shipping services to the commerce of the
world without discrimination; assistance and encouragement given by
a Government for the development of its national shipping and for
purposes of security does not in itself constitute discrimination, pro-
vided that such assistance and encouragement is not based on meas-
ures designed to restrict the freedom of shipping of all flags to take part
in international trade.'
1 8
The IMCO Convention constitutes the first international instrument
addressing discriminatory practices in seagoing transport. The force of
the provision is nevertheless considerably limited. First, by recognizing
the needs of developing countries to establish a national shipping indus-
tries, assistance provided by these countries to their merchant marines is
not considered discriminatory so long as such measures are not designed
"to restrict the freedom of shipping of all flags to take part in interna-
tional trade." ' 9 Thus, the principle of non-discrimination is not under-
stood in the context of national treatment as requiring equality between
national and foreign flags, but instead is to be observed primarily with
regard to foreign flags. No distinction shall be made between foreign
flags whereas the national flag may be subjected to some kinds of prefer-
ential treatment. The concept of the "management of national ship-
ping," however, does not authorize a state to completely evade its
international obligations, nor are the international obligations likely to be
interpreted very broadly today.12 0
Second, the language of Article l(b) of the IMCO Convention does
not appear as clear and forceful as that of the previously discussed con-
ventions which address specific problems in the form of outright prohibi-
tions. "' The IMCO Convention does not refer to specific practices, such
as cargo reservation or subsidies and, in addition, the Convention re-
mains vague in encouraging states to promote the removal of discrimina-
116 IMCO Convention, supra note 115, at art. l(a).
117 Parry, Constitutions of International Organizations, The Intergovernmental Maritime Con-
sultative Organization, 25 BRIT. Y.B. INT'L L. 435 (1948). See also IMCO Convention, supra note
115, at art. l(a).
118 IMCO Convention, supra note 115, at art. 1(b).
119 Id. This clause was introduced by India and addressed especially the needs of developing
countries. N. SINGH, MARITIME FLAG AND INTERNATIONAL LAW 73 (1978).
120 See Oscar Chinn Case (U.K. v. Belg.), 1934 P.C.I.J., ser. A/B, No. 63, at 25 (Judgment of
Dec. 12).
121 See, e.g., Convention on Maritime Ports, supra note 110, at art. 2 (which employs language
such as "every state" and "equality of treatment shall cover").
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tory action.1 22
Third, the effectiveness of the non-discrimination provision was cur-
tailed by a number of reservations made upon acceptance of the IMCO
Convention. Several developing countries declared that their protection-
ist measures had the sole purpose of supporting their national fleets and
were thus in accordance with article l(b) of the IMCO Convention.123
The review of such measures was thereby practically excluded from the
authority of the organization. In addition, several states made reserva-
tions to the effect that IMCO should confine its activities to technical and
nautical matters and that any action of an economic or commercial na-
ture would cause them to reconsider their membership. 124
Several conclusions can be drawn from article l(b) of the IMCO
Convention. It can be assumed that the Contracting States regarded dis-
criminatory practices in maritime transport as undesirable. Yet, due to
the reservations made, discussions on the issue have never developed."5
In addition, the language of the provision is too vague to satisfy the re-
quirements for a suitable standard on the legality of discriminatory prac-
tices. However, the provision contains an important balancing test in
that assistance to the national fleet does not constitute unjustified dis-
crimination as long as it does not restrict the freedom of all national flags
to participate in international trade.12 6 The allotment of cargo to the
national fleet is not an unjustified discriminatory action as long as it does
not monopolize the trade for the national merchant marine. According
to the argumenturn e contrario, cargo reservation appears to be justified
when foreign vessels are permitted to carry a certain share of the national
cargo and when no distinction is made as to the allocation of cargo
among the foreign flags. 127 In determining the share of national cargo
which should be made available to foreign carriers a standard of reasona-
122 See supra text accompanying note 118.
123 N. SINGH, BRITISH SHIPPING LAWS: INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS OF MERCHANT
SHIPPING, 1602-07 (2d ed. 1973).
124 Id.
125 N. SINGH, supra note 119, at 79. Only during the Geneva discussions in 1948 was the
question of subsidies raised under article l(b). See Padwa, The Curriculum of IMCO, 14 INT'L
ORGANIZATION 541 (1960).
126 See IMCO Convention, supra note 115, at art. 1(b).
127 The principle of equal treatment among foreign flags can be traced from the Barcelona
Conventions, see the Statute on Freedom of Transit and the Statute on the Regime of Navigable
Waterways, supra note 107, to the Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone,
Apr. 29, 1958, 15 U.S.T. 1606, T.I.A.S. No. 5639, 516 U.N.T.S. 205, [hereinafter cited as Geneva
Convention], and the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Dec. 10, 1982, U.N. Doc.
A/CONF.62/122, reprinted in 21 I.L.M. 1261 (1982) [hereinafter cited as UNCLOS]. Article 16(3)
of the Geneva Convention and article 25(3) of the UNCLOS provide that the coastal state may
under certain conditions suspend the innocent passage of foreign ships without discrimination. Arti-
cle 18(2) and article 26(2) respectively provide that charges on foreign ships shall be levied without
discrimination.
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bleness has been suggested. 2 ' To define this admittedly vague standard
further international agreements have to be considered.
3. The Organization For Economic Cooperation and Development
The Organization For Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD)'29 has suggested a standard that clearly favors free competition
in international shipping over any governmental interference:
As the shipping policy of the Governments of the Members is
based on the principle of free circulation of shipping in international
trade in free and fair competition, it follows that the freedom of trans-
actions and transfers in connection with maritime transport should not
be hampered by measures in the field of exchange control, by legisla-
tive provisions in favour of the national flag, by arrangements made by
governmental or semi-governmental organisations giving preferential
treatment to national flag ships, by preferential shipping clauses in
trade agreements, by the operation of import and export licensing sys-
tems so as to influence the flag of the carrying ship, or by discrimina-
tory port regulations or taxation measures-the aim always being that
liberal and competitive commercial and shipping practices and proce-
dures should be followed in international trade and normal commer-
cial considerations should alone determine the method and flag of
shipment. 130
This statement is part of an interpretative note to the OECD Code of
Liberalization of Current Invisible Operations (OECD Code).' In or-
der to assess the legal force of the Code, its language, and the systematic
position of the interpretive note have to be considered.
The Code of Liberalization was adopted as a decision of the OECD
Council.' 32 According to article 5(a) of the OECD Convention, deci-
sions of the organization are binding on members, except as otherwise
provided.' 33 In essence the OECD Code provides that members shall
eliminate among each other restrictions on current invisible transactions
and transfers, referred to as "current invisible operations." This obliga-
tion is subject to certain safeguard clauses.'3 4 A list of examples of cur-
128 N. SINGH, supra note 119, at 80.
129 Convention on the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Dec. 14,
1960, 12 U.S.T. 1728, T.I.A.S. No. 4891, 888 U.N.T.S. 179 [hereinafter cited as OECD Convention].
130 ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, CODE OF LIBERAL-
ISATION OF CURRENT INVISIBLE OPERATIONS 33 (1976) [hereinafter cited as OECD CODE].
131 Id.
132 Id. at 9.
133 OECD Convention, supra note 129, at art. 5(a). The members of the OECD are Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Ice-
land, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Swe-
den, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, and the United States.
134 OECD CODE, supra note 130, at art. l(a).
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rent invisible operations annexed to the OECD Code includes "maritime
freights," e.g., chartering, harbor expenses, disbursements of fishing ves-
sels, etc. 135
The interpretative note to this example provides that the provision
of maritime freights, and of the other items that have a direct or indirect
bearing on international maritime transport, is intended to give residents
of one member state the unrestricted opportunity to avail themselves of,
and pay for, all services in connection with international maritime trans-
port which are offered by residents of any other member states. 136 It
follows the above quoted statement on maritime policy.
137
The following conclusions can be drawn from the OECD Code. It is
legally binding only on member states. Its language does not suggest that
third parties would be beneficiaries of the members' obligations. It is
questionable, however, whether cargo reservations schemes constitute in-
visible restrictions. As the list of examples given in the OECD Code is
not exclusive, cargo reservation arrangements might well be included.
Yet the list is exclusively concerned with financial operations and this
focus is reinforced in the first sentence of the interpretative note.
13 8
Therefore, cargo reservation schemes that directly allocate foreign trade
by legislation, administrative action, or international agreements and
that do not indirectly influence the apportionment of cargo by the levy-
ing of financial charges, have to be regarded therefore as visible opera-
tions which do not fall within the OECD Code.
Nonetheless, the above quoted statement of shipping policy is suffi-
ciently broad to include cargo reservation schemes as being contrary to
the competitive, commercial practices that should govern OECD mari-
time transport. In particular, the statement provides that the freedom of
transactions and transfers in connection with maritime transport should
not be hampered by legislative provisions in favor of the national flag nor
by arrangements giving preferential treatment to national flag ships.
139
Since this general statement is contained in an interpretative note to the
annex of the OECD Code, it can be evaluated independently and its
reach is not confined to invisible operations. Yet its language carries less
legal force than the wording of the OECD Code provisions. Therefore, it
can only be regarded as a statement of principle on maritime policy of
the OECD member states.
To summarize, cargo reservation schemes are contrary to the de-
clared policy of the OECD member states to follow a regime of liberal
135 Id., Annex C1, at 27.
136 Id., at 33 n.1.
137 Id.
138 Id.
139 Id.
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and competitive commercial shipping practices. There is no concrete
prohibition of cargo reservation under the OECD regime.
4. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
The issue of cargo reservation has been addressed in a universal
form under the UNCTAD-initiated Convention on a Code of Conduct
for Liner Conferences (Liner Code).14 One of its cornerstones is the
provision on trade participation of national shipping lines, often referred
to as the 40-40-20 formula:
When determining a share of trade within a pool of individual member
lines and/or groups of national shipping lines in accordance with arti-
cle 2(2), the following principles regarding their right of participation
in the trade carried by the conference shall be observed, unless other-
wise mutually agreed:
(a) The group of national shipping lines of each of two countries the
foreign trade between which is carried by the conference shall have
equal rights to participate in the freight and volume of traffic generated
by their mutual foreign trade and carried by the conference;
(b) Third-country shipping lines, if any, shall have the right to acquire
a significant part, such as 20 percent, in the trade and volume of traffic
generated by that trade. 141
To date, this is the most explicit clause on cargo allocation in an interna-
tional convention intended to have general application. In analyzing its
legal effect several points have to be considered, such as the number of
ratifications and accessions to the Liner Code, reservations, the object
and purpose of the Liner Code and of article 2(4), the language and sys-
temic position as well as the preparatory work.
The Liner Code went into force among 58 countries in October,
1983.142 Although a majority of the EEC countries have not ratified the
Liner Code yet, 143 an EEC Council Regulation sets forth the reservations
to be made by the member states upon ratification of the Liner Code. 1"
These reservations deserve special attention. The EEC countries were
particularly concerned with compliance with the rules of competition
under the Treaty of Rome and with the principles laid down under the
OECD Code.14 1
140 Liner Code, supra note 1.
141 Id. at art. 2(4).
142 Liner Code, supra note 1.
143 To date only the Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands have ratified the Code.
See Bundesgesetzblatt [BGBL] II 62 (W. Ger. 1983); 22 I.L.M. 1227 (1983).
144 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 954/79, supra note 3, at Annex I.
145 See Treaty of Rome, supra note 82, at arts. 85, 86; OECD Code, supra note 130. The delay
of the ratification of the Liner Code by the EEC countries with regard to the EEC competition rules
has been criticized, as the EEC Commission has never investigated into the cargo sharing practices
of the European lines in the conference trades. See Shah, Liner Conference Operations, supra note
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Article 3 of the Council Regulation provides for the intracom-
munity pooling and redistribution of 60 percent of the trade volume with
developing countries according to the previously established market
shares of the European lines.146 The remaining 40 percent are left to the
national lines of developing countries reflecting the share these countries
are entitled to under article 2(4) of the Liner Code.14 Article 4(2) of the
Council Regulation provides that the cargo sharing provision of the
Liner Code shall not be applied in conference trades between the EEC
member states or between the OECD countries which are parties to the
Liner Code. 148 Thus, the EEC countries do not apply the cargo reserva-
tion formula internally and instead abide by the commercial competition
principle in their internal trade. At the same time they accede to the
cargo allocation scheme of the Liner Code in so far as the trade with
developing countries is concerned.
Similarly, the COMECON (Council for Mutual Economic Assist-
ance) countries entered reservations which exclude the application of the
cargo sharing provision from their internal bilateral trade.149 The reser-
vations of both the EEC countries and the COMECON states raise ques-
tions as to their compatibility with the object and purpose of the Liner
Code. 5 Although reservations are implicitly envisaged by the Liner
Code, they may nevertheless be impermissible regardless of whether they
are commonly accepted, if they are incompatible with the object and pur-
pose of the Code.' 51
According to its preamble, the Liner Code should reflect six funda-
mental objectives which were addressed at the liner conferences with the
48, at 44, 45. On the compatibility of the Code with the EEC Treaty see Kuyper, The European
Communities and the Code of Conduct for Liner Conference Some Problems on the Borderline
Between General International Law and Community Law, 15 NETH. Y.B. INT'L L. 73 (1981).
146 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 954/79, supra note 3, at art. 3.
147 See text accompanying note 141.
148 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 954/79, supra note 3, at art. 4(2).
149 See the reservations of the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Demo-
cratic Republic. UNITED NATIONS, MULTILATERAL TREATIES DEPOSITED wrrH THE SECRE-
TARY-GENERAL, U.N. Doc. ST/LEG/SER.E/2, at 476-77 (1983). The Socialist Bloc countries
provide in bilateral agreements among themselves and other countries that all cargoes must be
shipped on the vessels of the trading partners. H. BOEHME, RESTRAINTS ON COMPETITION IN
WORLD SHIPPING 48-49 (1978).
10 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, May 23, 1969, art. 19, U.N. Doc. A/CONF
39/27 (1969), reprinted in 8 I.L.M. 679 (1969).
151 For the implicit reference to reservations, see Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 53(l)(d),
which refers to the function of the depositary regarding reservation. See Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties, supra note 150, at art. 19, for the object and purpose test. Article 53(l)(d) does not
specify whether certain reservations are permitted or not. It seems, therefore, more appropriate to
assume that no explicit provision on reservations was intended which makes their permissability
subject to the object and purpose test. See generally Kyougun Koh, Reservations to Multilateral
Treaties: How International Legal Doctrine Reflects World Vision, 23 HARV. INT'L L.L 97 (1982).
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view to improving the conference system. 152 The reservations do not ap-
pear to be in conflict with these privately targeted objectives. Of consid-
erable importance, however, is the question, whether the Liner Code
requires the universal and uniform compliance of all member states with
its material provisions or whether the Liner Code permits certain mutu-
ally agreed upon deviations.
Evidence of such a universal character is contained in the preamble,
which refers to "the need for a universally acceptable code." 15 3 Indeed,
this argument was raised by the spokesman of the COMECON countries
when he questioned the legality of the EEC reservations under interna-
tional law. 15 4 The EEC spokesman in turn referred to the central objec-
tive of the Liner Code to take consideration of the special needs of
developing countries.1 5  Deviations from the Liner Code would be per-
missible as long as the interests of the developing countries would be
observed. 5 6 This interpretation is supported by the fact that the Liner
Code grew out of the dissatisfaction of the developing countries with the
conference practices. 57 Also, the whole scheme of the Liner Code is one
of flexible arrangements which leave room for the needs of individual
conference trades.
158
This flexibility is in particular apparent in article 2(4) of the Liner
Code which provides that the cargo allocation principles shall be ob-
served "unless otherwise mutually agreed." 159 This language indicates
that the universal uniform application of the cargo reservation rules is
not a major objective of the Liner Code. 60 In fact, this exception ap-
pears to be a safeguard clause for the developing countries in the sense
that it ensures that no cargo allocation schemes can be implemented
without their consent. At the same time this clause does not prevent
other countries from reaching a different accord on their trade shares
than prescribed under the Liner Code, provided the 20 percent share for
152 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at preamble, considerations (a)-(f).
153 Id. at second consideration.
154 UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADES AND DEVELOPMENT, REPORT OF THE COM-
MITTEE ON SHIPPING ON ITS NINTH SESSION, U.N. Doc. TD/B/825, Annex III, A.1.-7. and C.2.4.
(Sept. 1-12, 1980) [hereinafter cited as UNCTAD REPORT]; Larsen & Vetterick, The UNCTAD
Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences: Reservations, Reactions and U.S. Alternatives, 13 LAw &
POL'Y INT'L Bus. 258 (1981) (pointing out that the EEC reservations affect a major portion of world
liner trade and may indeed frustrate the universal applicability of the Liner Code).
155 UNCTAD REPORT, supra note 154, at Annex III, B.1.-12.
156 Id.
157 See supra note 2 and accompanying text.
158 Shah, supra note 4, at 83, 84. At the time of his writing Mr. Shah was Chief of UNCTAD's
Maritime Legislation Section.
159 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 2(4).
160 Id. It should be noted also that the preamble of the Liner Code calls for the universal
acceptability of the Liner Code and not for its universal applicability. Indeed, universal acceptance
might only be reached through flexible application.
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developing countries is being observed.1 61 Consequently, the reserva-
tions of the EEC and the COMECON countries appear to be compatible
with the object and purpose of the Liner Code. 162
In assessing the legal force of the cargo reservation provision, it re-
mains unclear whether the term "equal participation in trade" is meant
to be a principle or a right. Article 2(4) calls for the observance of the
following "principles," whereas subparagraph (a) provides for equal
"rights" in trade participation and subparagraph (b) refers to the "right"
of third-country lines to acquire a significant part of the respective bilat-
eral trade.163 If the provision has to be interpreted as a principle then it
can hardly impose direct and immediately enforceable obligations upon
the parties. If it is regarded as a right, assuming the substance of the
right is sufficiently certain to be enforced by its holders, the holders of
that right and the addressees of that provision have to be determined.
The wording of the provision entitles national shipping lines to
equal participation. The position of the provision in the organization of
the chapter on relations among member lines also indicates that the right
of equal participation as referred to in article 2(4), is accorded to the
national shipping lines engaged in a certain bilateral trade and not to the
flag states.' 64 Yet, it has to be determined against whom this right could
be enforced. According to one interpretation the addressees of the Liner
Code are states.'65 They have to ensure that the cargo allocation rules
are observed within the conferences. 166 This interpretation can draw
upon article 47 of the Liner Code which provides that each Contracting
Party shall take such measures as are necessary to implement the
Code. 167
According to an alternative interpretation, the Liner Code aims to
regulate the competitive behavior of national shipping lines within con-
ferences.' 68 The observance of the cargo allocation rules would be solely
in the responsibility of the shipping lines of each conference or of the
individual conferences themselves.' 69 Thus, the role of conferences and
shipping lines in providing for the right of shipping lines to equal trade
161 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 2(4)(b).
162 The Socialist Bloc spokesman requested the UNCTAD Secretariat to address the question
of the legality of the EEC reservations. The Secretariat rejected that request and stated that it would
not be possible for the Secretariat to take up an adjudicative position on reservations to a convention
adopted under the auspices of the United Nations. The legal conclusions had to be made by the
Contracting Parties themselves. See UNCTAD REPORT, supra note 154, at 94.
163 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 2(4).
164 Slot, supra note 51, at 340.
165 Id. at 341, 358.
166 Id.
167 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 47.
168 Slot, supra note 51, at 355 (interpretation of Henzeveldt).
169 Ird
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participation has been addressed in various Liner Code provisions. Arti-
cle 2(13) 17 requires that, when no trade participation agreements exist in
a conference, members of the conference may require that pooling ar-
rangements be introduced to establish the kind of trade participation pro-
vided for in article 2(4). Any such request shall be considered and
decided by the conference. According to article 2(14), 171 national ship-
ping lines may require that, within conferences, sailings be so adjusted as
to provide for the same rights as these lines would enjoy under article
2(4). The conference shall use its best endeavors to meet such a re-
quest. 172 In the event that such a request is not met, the countries on
both sides of the trade may take up the matter and make their views
known to the parties concerned. 173 If no agreement is reached, the dis-
pute shall be dealt with in accordance with the dispute settlement provi-
sions established under the Liner Code. 74 Moreover, conferences are
entitled to use sanctions against its members for non-compliance with
conference agreements.1 75 They shall also monitor practices which are
regarded as breaches of the conference agreement and shall provide effec-
tive self-policing machinery to deal with them.1 7
6
To summarize, conferences exclusively are being addressed to ad-
minister and to enforce the right of national shipping lines to equal trade
participation.177 Governmental involvement in internal conference dis-
putes is explicitly limited to a consultative part, which is extremely care-
fully worded to exclude any direct governmental leverage.1 78  This
interpretation is supported by the fact that the Liner Code expressly ad-
dresses states only in those cases where national governments are indeed
meant to be addressed. 179 Thus, article 39 of the Liner Code provides
that each Contracting Party shall enforce the decisions rendered in the
conciliation process under the Code. 'o At the same time, the provisions
on dispute settlement clearly envisage disputes between a shipping line
and a conference, but do not foresee a state being a party to a dispute
under the Liner Code.1
8 1
170 Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 2(13).
171 Id at art. 2(14).
172 Id.
173 Id.
174 Id. at art. 23.
175 Id. at art. 4.
176 Id. at art. 5.
177 See Slot, supra note 51, at 334.
178 Id.
179 See generally Liner Code, supra note 1.
180 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 39.
181 Id. at art. 23(1). The Code has been described as an instrument of democratic self-regula-
tion which is administered by the parties that are affected by it, i.e. liner conferences, shipping lines,
shippers, etc. Shah, supra note 4, at 92.
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The fact that states are excluded from the conciliation process rein-
forces the notion that they do not play a role in the decision making
process on substantive issues arising under the Liner Code. Their role is
restricted to providing the procedural means under national law to give
effect to the conciliation rulings.182 The provision of article 47, which
requires states to take the necessary national steps to implement the
Liner Code, has to be viewed in a similar manner.18 3 This obligation is
not a substantive one which allows states to determine the rights and
obligations of conferences, but is merely a procedural one to make avail-
able to shipping lines and conferences the self-executing provisions of the
Liner Code. Since states, and neither shipping lines nor conferences, are
the Contracting Parties of the Liner Code, the rights and obligations of
national shipping lines and conferences could not be accorded to them in
the absence of such implementation. A substantive alteration of the
Liner Code by administrative action of states is thereby excluded. Yet
the role of national judiciaries and their possible impact on the Liner
Code through judgments remains to be considered.
Municipal courts could become involved in two different ways.
First, national shipping lines might desire to initiate court proceedings
instead of entering the conciliation process under the Liner Code. This
option to initiate proceedings remains open even if an unfavorable settle-
ment has already been reached under the Liner Code. This question is
addressed in article 23(3) of the Liner Code which provides that concilia-
tion proceedings shall have precedence over remedies available under na-
tional law." 4 If a party seeks remedies under national law without
invoking the conciliation procedures under the Liner Code, then those
proceedings shall be stayed in the national court upon request of the re-
spondent and the court shall refer them to the Code's procedures of dis-
pute settlement.' 85 Since this provision is part of the law of the land of
those countries having ratified the Liner Code or acceded to it, and hav-
ing implemented it through legislation, national courts are bound by
these provisions." 6
A second issue in which national court decisions might have an im-
pact on the Liner Code arises where states do not conform to their obli-
gations in articles 39 and 47 to enforce conciliation decisions and take the
necessary steps to implement the Code. Since states cannot be parties to
a dispute under the conciliation procedures of the Liner Code,'8 7 these
issues would have to be settled by national courts. Yet these decisions
182 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 23(2).
183 Id. at art. 47.
184 Id. at art. 23(3).
185 Id. at art. 39(1).
186 Id. at art. 23(1).
187 See supra notes 177-81 and accompanying text.
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would not be given on substantive issues of the Liner Code, but on the
procedural obligations undertaken by states under the Code. The sub-
stantive provisions on rights and obligations of national shipping lines
and conferences are not subject to interpretation by national courts.' 88
While it may be concluded that the Liner Code addresses in particular
shipping lines and conferences, it has to be acknowledged that states are
the actual signatories and Contracting Parties of the treaty. Conse-
quently, it has to be assumed that states have to comply with the provi-
sions in good faith and to accept the Liner Code as a standard for
governmental action in that area. In particular, Contracting States must
be expected not to implement legislation or administrative action con-
trary to the Liner Code.'89
To summarize, the discussion of the Liner Code leads to the follow-
ing standards on cargo reservation:
1. The principle or right of equal participation with significant
third-country line participation in bilateral trade concerns primarily the
trade with developing countries. The universal application of the 40-40-
20 formula has been rejected by the EEC and Soviet Bloc countries inso-
far as this provision might apply to their internal trades.190
2. The Liner Code does not place direct obligations on states as to
legislative or administrative implementation of cargo reservation
schemes. 191
3. Contracting States, however, are expected to comply in good
faith with the Liner Code regarding future legislation and administrative
action notwithstanding the reservations made. 19 2
5. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Another instrument which could provide evidence as to a standard
regarding cargo reservation under international law is the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).1 93 Its provisions on most fa-
vored nation treatment,' 94 non-discrimination and the elimination of
quantitative restrictions'95 might be relevant in this context. The GATT,
however, is clearly designed to cover only the trade in goods and not the
188 See supra notes 182-83 and accompanying text.
189 Grewlich, Moegliche Loesungen Schiffahrtspolitischer Gegensaetze im Nord-Sud und Ost-
West Verhaeltnis durch den UNCTAD-Kodex fuer Linienkonferenzen, 26 RECHT DER INTItRNA-
TIONALEN WIRTSCHAFF 402 (1980).
190 See supra notes 145-50 and accompanying text.
191 See supra notes 168-81 and accompanying text.
192 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 39.
193 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, opened for signature Oct. 30, 1947, 61 Stat. A3,
T.I.A.S. No. 1700, 55 U.N.T.S. 187.
194 55 U.N.T.S. at 196.
195 Id. at 224, 228.
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conduct of international service industries such as shipping.196 Although
an analogous application of these rules might be considered, it has to be
recognized that such an analogy can be drawn only in cases where there
is an unintentional gap in the regulatory framework. The reach of a
treaty cannot be extended to cases which are neither covered by its lan-
guage nor by the intent of the Contracting States. In the case of GATT,
the preparatory work shows that one of the reasons not to apply the
GATT rules to shipping was the existence of the Intergovernmental Mar-
itime Consultative Organization (IMCO), although the importance of
shipping for the trade in goods was fully recognized.197
6. General Principles of International Law
Finally, it has been suggested that general principles of international
law might contain a standard on the legality of flag discrimination. In
particular, the principles of freedom of the high seas, of free commercial
intercourse, and a general principle of non-discrimination have been ad-
vocated from time to time. 9 Within the limited framework of this pa-
per, it might suffice to state the prevailing opinion that freedom of the
high seas cannot be translated into a principle of freedom of maritime
transport and that under international law there is neither a legal princi-
ple of free commercial intercourse nor a general principle of non-
discrimination.199
IV. CARGO RESERVATION IN U.S. LAW AND PRACTICE
The United States has consistently rejected the idea of commercial
cargo reservation and has opposed strongly the Liner Code standard.2 °°
196 J. JACKSON, WORLD TRADE AND THE LAW OF GATr" 529 (1969).
197 Id. at 528-29; see also Slot, supra note 51, at 343. Nonetheless, discussions are being held
on whether the GATT should be amended to cover the trade in services. This issue is being raised in
particular by the United States. At present, however, there has been no progress in increasing the
role of GATT in this field. Dos, The GATTMinisterial Meeting 1982, 18 J. WORLD TRADE L. 14
(1984).
198 For a brief reference to these principles, see Slot, supra note 51, at 335-37.
199 Id. With regard to free commercial intercourse it has been pointed out that commerce is
not an exercise of a fundamental right but simply the reflection of the fact that it is in the national
interest of states to trade. This, in turn, is a condition for the development of international law.
However, the ultimate content of the rules depends on factors other than the existence of a condition
for the creation of these rules. See L. OPPENHEIM, INTERNATIONAL LAW: A TREATiSE 321 (8th
ed. 1955). With respect to a general principle of non-discrimination, see W. KEWENIG, supra note
86, at 197.
200 See Ocean Shipping Act of 1979: Hearings on S.1460, S.1462 & S.1463 Before the Sub-
comm. on Merchant Marine and Tourism of the Senate Comm. on Commerce, Science, and Transpor-
tation, 96th Cong., Ist Sess. 48-50 (1979)(letter of President Jimmy Carter, dated July 20, 1979, to
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, Chairman, Subcomm. on Merchant Marine and Tourism).
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In the following discussion U.S. maritime policy on cargo reservation
will be analyzed.
Cargo reservation rules have been codified in various forms under
U.S. law. A first landmark was set with the Military Transportation Act
of 1904 which gave preference to U.S. flag ships in the transportation of
supplies to Army and Navy bases overseas.201 Cabotage legislation fol-
lowed which reserved the trade between points in the United States to
vessels built and documented in the United States. 2  Public Resolution
17 of 1934 was the next major decision on cargo reservation providing
that, when loans were made to foster the export of agricultural products
and other goods, such commodities should be carried exclusively on U.S.
flag ships.20 3 The most significant piece of cargo reservation, however, is
the Cargo Preference Act of 1954 which requires that at least 50 percent
of all government generated cargo is to be carried on U.S. flag vessels if
available at fair and reasonable rates °.2 4 The United States Maritime Ad-
ministration (MARAD) is responsible for overseeing compliance with
these laws and also administers promotional policies in the form of direct
and indirect subsidies to the shipping industry.20 This reflects the U.S.
policy which has always regarded cargo reservation as a promotional de-
vice for the development of the national shipping industry.0 6 Yet, such
promotion often has been adhered to reluctantly because of the ideologi-
cal notion that such measures interfere with the functioning of the free
market mechanism. 0 7
The major manifestations of cargo sharing in U.S. maritime policy
can be attributed to bilateral agreements. These agreements fall within
two categories: public governmental and private equal access agree-
ments.20 8 The former are concluded between the United States and an-
other state for the purpose of allocating the carriage of their mutual trade
to national flag ships.2 09 Typically, these agreements specify the rights
and obligations of national shipping lines. Such agreements have been
201 Supplies: Preference to United States Vessels, U.S.C. § 2631 (1982).
202 Merchant Marine Act of 1920, 46 U.S.C. § 883 (1982).
203 This resolution was originally enacted as Joint Resolution of March 26, 1934, ch. 90, 48
Stat. 500 and has been codified in 46 U.S.C. § 1241-1 (1982). The resolution covers mainly loans by
the Export-Import Bank. See I. HEINE, supra note 39, at 7.
204 The Act is incorporated as an amendment to the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, 46 U.S.C.
§ 1241(b)(1) (1982). For the economic importance of U.S. cargo reservation laws and their applica-
tion procedures, see Hearn, Cargo Preference and Control, 2 J. MAR. L. & COM. 481 (1970-71).
205 Direct Aid: Construction Differential Subsidy, Operating Differential Subsidy, Merchant
Marine Act of 1936, 46 U.S.C. §§ 1151, 1171 (1982); Indirect Aid: Capital Construction Funds, 46
U.S.C. § 1177 (1982); Ship Financing Guarantee Program, 46 U.S.C. § 1272 (1982).
206 L. JUDA, THE UNCTAD LINER CODE 47 (1983).
207 Id.
208 Slot, supra note 51, at 338-39.
209 Id.
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reached with the People's Republic of China,21° the Soviet Union,2 1 1 Bra-
zil,212 and Argentina.213 The U.S.-U.S.S.R. agreement recognizes the in-
terests of the parties in giving their national flag vessels the opportunity
to equally participate in the trade between the two countries; including
the trade in government-controlled cargo.214 One of the U.S. objectives
in concluding this agreement was to counter the Soviet Union's practice
of routing her cargoes to state-owned and controlled national flag
ships.215
Another form of bilateral agreement is the non-governmental equal
access agreements. These are concluded between U.S. carriers and for-
eign national shipping lines and usually provide the parties with access to
reserved cargo in return for the pooling of revenues from that trade.216
Such agreements are subject to the limitations of sections 5 and 10 of the
Shipping Act of 1984217 and the Sherman Act of 1890.218 Pursuant to
section 6 of the Shipping Act, such equal access and pooling agreements
become effective on the 45th day after filing, unless they are found in
violation of section 5 and in particular sections 10(1) and (3).219
Both public governmental and private equal access agreements are
created by pressure from the U.S. trading partners.220 The economic ar-
guments around bilateralism resemble those raised with regard to cargo
sharing under the Liner Code. In essence it is argued that bilateral
agreements distort international trade through uneconomic transporta-
tion, whereas supporters of bilaterals refer to those restrictive cargo res-
ervation laws of foreign countries which would, in the absence of cargo
sharing agreements, exclude U.S. carriers from the respective trades.221
Bilateralism in U.S. trade is illustrated best with the case of Argen-
210 Agreement in Maritime Transport between the Government of the United States of
America and the Government of the People's Republic of China, Sept. 17, 1980, United States-
China, T.I.A.S. No. 10244; Wall St. J., Apr. 19, 1984, at 34, col. 3.
211 Agreement Regarding Certain Maritime Matters, Oct. 14, 1972, United States-U.S.S.R., 4
U.S.T. 3573, T.I.A.S. No. 7513 (extended Dec. 29, 1975, 26 U.S.T. 2767, T.I.A.S. No. 8195, expired
in 1981).
212 Shipping: Equal Access to Government Controlled Cargoes, Nov. 17, 1977, United States-
Brazil, 29 U.S.T. 2860, T.I.A.S. 8981 (extended Oct. 30, 1980, T.I.A.S. No. 9923).
213 Memorandum of Understanding, Mar. 31, 1978, United States-Argentina, T.I.A.S. No.
9239.
214 Agreement Regarding Certain Maritime Matters, Oct. 14, 1972, United States-U.S.S.R., at
art. 7, Annex III 2.b. 4 U.S.T. 3573, T.I.A.S. No. 7513.
215 1. HEINz, supra note 39, at 23.
216 Slot, supra note 51, at 338-39.
217 Pub. L. No. 98-237, 98 Stat. 67 (1984).
218 15 U.S.C. §§ 1-7 (1982). See supra notes 53-54 and accompanying text.
219 See supra note 73 and accompanying text.
220 L. JUDA, supra note 206, at 93-94.
221 Id.
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tina.22 2 By law 18.250, promulgated on June 10, 1969, the Argentine
government established a system of national cargo preference.223 This
law reserved to the national line Empresa Lineas Maritimas Argentinas,
S.A. (ELMA) the carriage of all imports destined for government agen-
cies or financed by the state banking system.224 Law 19.877 of 1972,
however, broadened access for foreign carriers to such reserved cargo,
provided that the foreign carrier agreed to pool the revenues allowing the
Argentine national line a 50 percent share.225 These laws were supple-
mented in 1972 by Law 20.447, which claimed the right for Argentine
vessels to carry 50 percent of all Argentine foreign trade.226 U.S. ship-
ping lines were seriously affected by these measures, and a number of
U.S. shippers protested the situation to MARAD. 22 7 Subsequently, Pr-
dential-Grace Lines, Inc., a U.S. carrier, entered into an equal access
agreement with ELMA which gave both parties equal access to con-
trolled cargo and provided for the pooling of revenues. The agreement
was filed with the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) for approval
under section 15 of the Shipping Act of 1916.228 Westfal-Larsen & Co.
AS, a Norwegian cross-trader in the U.S.-Argentina trade, filed a protest
with the FMC contending that the agreement eliminated third-flag carri-
ers and consequently would violate section 15 of the Shipping Act of
1916.229
Initially, the agreement was approved as a customary measure to
alleviate the effects of discriminatory foreign laws and its anti-competi-
tive features were held to be overcome by its potential for avoiding con-
flict between the governments involved.230  The decision was later
reversed on the grounds that the agreement constituted an unnecessarily
broad way to cope with foreign discriminatory laws and that the matter
would be served better with a multilateral agreement providing for third-
flag carriers.231
In response to this situation the United States reached agreement
with Argentina in a Memorandum of Understanding which recognized
the desire of both states to have their national flag vessels carry a sub-
222 See generally Wolcott, Federal Maritime Commission, an Administrative Survey Oc 1977-
Sept. 1978, 11 LAw & POL'Y INT'L Bus. 176 (1979); L. JUDA, supra note 206, at 98.
223 See 20 F.M.C. 267 (1977-78).
224 Id.
225 Id.
226 Id. at 269.
227 L. JUDA, supra note 206, at 98, 99.
228 38 Fed. Reg. 16098 (1973).
229 38 Fed. Reg. 31338 (1973); 20 F.M.C. 255 (1977-78).
230 Agreement No. 10056: Pooling, Sailing, and Equal Access to Cargo in the Argentina/U.S.
Pacific Coast Trade, 20 F.M.C. 256 (1977-78).
231 Id. at 257-59.
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stantial portion of their mutual trade.232 Pursuant to this Memorandum
several equal access and pooling agreements were established which pro-
vided for equal participation of the U.S. and Argentine national lines in
their mutual trade, while leaving no more than 20 percent to third flag
vessels.233
V. CONCLUSION: A STANDARD UNDER INTERNATIONAL AND U.S.
LAW AND PRACTICE
The discussion of the various international treaties leads to the con-
clusion that there is at present no legally binding standard on cargo res-
ervation in the form of a treaty obligation. Nevertheless, the principle of
equal participation and non-discrimination can be derived from these
agreements. They reflect a state of opinion that regards cargo reservation
schemes in the trade with developing countries as acceptable, provided
that such agreements do not restrict third parties unduly and leave them
a significant, probably at least 20 percent, trade share.2 3 4
In U.S. practice a similar argument can be distilled from the rulings
of the FMC.235 The consideration of cross-trading lines played a signifi-
cant role in the approval of equal access agreements which are in force
with developing country shipping lines.2 36 Yet, a difference is certainly
constituted by the fact that U.S. maritime policy is more or less forced
into the acceptance of highiy restrictive bilateral agreements by legisla-
tion in developing countries.237 Thus, virtually all of the Argentine-
bound goods have been designated government impelled cargo.2 38
While U.S. maritime policy supports the reservation of government
generated and funded cargo, it opposes cargo sharing of commercially
generated cargo. Indeed, the reservation of government impelled cargo
can be technically justified with the argument that the government as a
shipper is free to choose the carrier of its preference, e.g. the national
shipping line. This argumentation however, neglects that in the socialist
states of Eastern Europe and many developing countries virtually all in-
ternational trade transactions involve governmental entities, and there-
fore the reservation of government impelled cargo tends to enhance the
proliferation of cargo reservation rather than to protect free competition
in privately generated cargo. 239 This distinction in U.S. maritime policy
232 See supra note 213.
233 L. JUDA, supra note 206, at 99.
234 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 2(4)(b).
235 See supra notes 222-33 and accompanying text.
236 See supra notes 209-33 and accompanying text.
237 Id.
238 See L. JUDA, supra note 206, at 99.
239 Id. at 49.
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is in fact not a significant argument against the Liner Code cargo alloca-
tion formula.
Actually, the problem has been addressed in article 2(17) of the
Liner Code which provides for the application of the cargo sharing provi-
sion to all cargoes regardless of their origin or the use for which they are
intended, the only exception being the transport of military equipment
for national defense purposes.2"0 In that sense, the Liner Code appears
more liberal than the U.S. position in granting cross-traders access also
to government impelled cargo and in subjecting governmental trade to an
international standard.
With the Liner Code in force, many more countries can be expected
to implement cargo reservation laws forcing the United States into bilat-
eral agreements. Eventually, the United States will find itself enmeshed
in a network of bilateral agreements which, at times, may be more re-
strictive than the Liner Code formula, to which the United States has not
become a party.241
Although there have been a limited number of cases in which the
FMC rejected equal access agreements and opposed unduly restrictive
foreign laws with punitive measures or the threat thereof, 42 bilateralism
seems to be the most favored U.S. position on the issue.243 One of the
reasons for the U.S. position is to gain more influence over individual
trades through a case-by-case approach rather than under the Liner
Code which provides for a general standard with mutually agreed excep-
tions.244 Nonetheless, the Argentine case reveals that exactly the kind of
240 See Liner Code, supra note 1, at art. 2(17).
241 For an early analysis of how these agreements are compelled by foreign governments
through unilateral cargo reservation laws see Hearn, supra note 204, at 492. For a brief description
of Brazilian shipping laws, see Saraiva, Brazilian International Shipping Policy, 4 LAW. OF THE
AMERICAS 28 (1972). See also Statement of Richard J. Daschbach, then Chairman of the FMC, J.
Com., Aug. 6, 1980, at 4, col. 1: "We must address the fact that there will be a de facto implementa-
tion of many of the Code's provisions in U.S. commerce. The challenge we are confronting is
whether we can accomodate the policies of our trading partners." (For example, in bilateral agree-
ments.) See also the steady development of bilateral agreements in the Peruvian trade, Agreement
No. 10041, 38 Fed. Reg. 7148 (1973); Agreement No. 10044, 38 Fed. Reg. 8087 (1973); Agreement
No. 10041-4, 42 Fed. Reg. 13149 (1977); Agreement No. 10044-3, 42 Fed. Reg. 11041 (1977).
242 Section 19 of the Merchant Marine Act, 46 U.S.C. § 876(l)(b) (1982) authorizes the FMC
to make rules and regulations to adjust or meet conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign
trade which arise or result from foreign laws.
Thus far the FMC has imposed an equalization fee on cargo carried by Guatemalan carriers. 42
Fed. Reg. 62914, 62917-18 (1977). This fee was suspended after the Guatemalan law had been
repealed. 43 Fed. Reg. 3361 (1978). See also 47 Fed. Reg. 55969 (1982) for the threat of action
against Venezuela, which led to a Memorandum of Understanding, 48 Fed. Reg. 4357 (1983).
Under the terms of that agreement Venezuelan and U.S. carriers share government impelled cargo
while acknowledging that the participation of cross-traders is desirable.
243 Lopatin, The UNCTAD Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences: Time for a United States
Response, 22 HARV. INT'L L.J. 377 (1981); L. JUDA, supra note 206, at 115.
244 Lopatin, supra note 243, at 376.
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cargo reservation provided by the Liner Code has been practiced in U.S.
trade for some time.2 4
5
Thus an overwhelming state practice can be assessed regarding the
acceptability of cargo sharing in trade with developing countries. This
practice, however, appears to be one of fact rather than law. In other
words, there is no evidence that cargo sharing is practiced as a matter of
law.24 6 A normative character can be neither derived from the rules and
principles laid down in the mentioned international treaties, nor can it be
held that state practice has developed into customary international law
without a corresponding opinio juris. Yet the continuous practice of
cargo sharing with developing countries might enhance the expectation
of such behavior developing into international law. A universally applied
cargo reservation principle, including the trade between the developed
states, is not carried by any state practice and cannot be expected to de-
velop in the foreseeable future. 47
Given this state of the law, U.S. maritime policy should pursue a
route which maximizes U.S. influence in liner shipping. Although bilat-
eral agreements provide considerable influence over particular trades, it
should not be neglected that worldwide liner shipping will be governed
by the Liner Code as it was accepted by the OECD member states, ex-
cept the U.S., and by the developing countries. As has been pointed out,
the Liner Code provides a flexible regime for liner shipping which will be
shaped through the continuous process of practice and interpretation. 4 8
Taking into account the possibility of wide ranging reservations, such as
made by the EEC countries, U.S. maritime policy should not consider
cargo reservation under the Liner Code as a major obstacle for accession
to the Code.249
245 Supported by Lopatin, id.
246 L. JUDA, supra note 206, at 159.
247 Id.
248 Id.
249 It is not overlooked that various problems of compatibility between other parts of the Liner
Code and U.S. law remain, a major one being the organization of shipper councils provided for by
the Liner Code as a counterbalance to liner conferences, whereas the U.S. prefers a system of confer-
ences under strict antitrust supervision to alleviate the shippers' dependence on the conferences and
to maintain competition. See H.R. No. 98-53, supra note 71, at 20, 21; L. JUDA, supra note 206, at
159 for a U.S. policy position which should provide the basis for U.S. acceptance of the Liner Code.

